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Background
LA Area Community College administrators and faculty have an awesome opportunity to be the change
their students need. The path to successful innovation and strategy should start with aligning around a
shared passion to help students succeed and then drive towards growth strategies laid out ahead.
Technology scales and personalizes offerings for students, providing more access to education and
promising student success. This reduces time spent on the routine and increases personal instruction
time. Shared knowledge and success stories on tackling the math issue, models for lifelong learning,
and increasing awareness and understanding of high value CTE offerings all hold promise for driving
student success.
The marketplace is demanding a shift from both students and employers. Community colleges must be
bold and change the status quo.
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Goals
BrandIQ reviewed content supplied by the LA 19 schools and dug deeper into materials to gain insight
into the landscape. The objectives were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To provide a brief, high-level overview describing ways in which the LA 19 can take proactive and
well-founded next steps
Outline research that supports the suggested strategies
Include strong workforce in connection to partnerships and collaboration
Specifically address the desire for a CTE strategy
Discuss where student success / online learning fit in with the changing landscape of higher
education
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Outline
In 2002, at their peak, community colleges had 44% of the market share of higher education, and this number has fallen to
38% today. Various factors likely impacted this loss of market share for community colleges including: migration,
demographic changes, increased competition, and disruption caused by technology.

Several strategies are proposed as to how best to
innovate within the community college system and to
address the needs of students today:
-

Grow with the “working adult” target
Increase flexibility
Diversify the business to meet student needs
Collaborate with strategic industry partners
Rebrand Career Technical Education (CTE)
Utilize on-demand learning to enter skills-based
education
5

Executive Summary
As the economic landscape changes and community college competitors increase their student enrollment rates, the Los
Angeles area community colleges must address several needs and adapt. The strategies outlined provide a guide so that
the colleges can better serve the needs of learners, local organizations, and the community as a whole.
Growing with the working adult stresses the importance of having new, accessible, useful curricula and course offerings
for adults who are going back to school. Increasing the amount of short certificate programs or microdegrees, using
technology, and enabling real-world learning is essential. Increasing flexibility, through online offerings and flexible start
dates, will allow students to address learning at their own pace and when it is most convenient or necessary, rather than
forcing students to adhere to the college’s structure. Diversifying to meet student needs will help encourage affordable
schooling and career-ready courses. Collaboration promotes hands-on learning, mutually beneficial courses, and provides
a path to careers even before graduation. Although an important offering, the current branding of CTE is confusing, so
finding appealing, logical, and comprehensive branding will enable more students to enter the CTE offerings. Finally,
utilizing on-demand learning to enter skills-based education allows learners to gather the skills they need when they
need them.
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Proposed Strategies

LA 19
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Strategy 1: Grow with the “working adult” target
The community college market share has primarily gone to
for-profit and market-driven non-profit educational
institutions. These schools primarily target working adults
and are focused on real-world skills, individual improvement,
and career-orientation.
Community colleges can learn from for-profit and
market-driven non-profit schools and identity the types of
experiences that will most engage working adults. There has
also been increases in the use of virtual reality/augmented
reality and gamification in higher education to engage
students. Virtual reality/augmented reality provides an
enriching learning experience by allowing students to
connect visually with their course material. Gamification (i.e.,
the use of game elements in non-game environments and
contexts) is also being used in higher education to
encourage students to take risks, explore possibilities, and
think outside the box. These types of skills are imperative for
working adults who are interested in real-world application.
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Strategy 2: Increase flexibility
For-profit schools, market-driven non-profit schools, and online
learning platforms are most known for their flexibility. Increasing
flexibility could mean many things. It could be the increase of
online offerings, or going completely online as some schools (e.g.,
Ashford University, Capella University, etc.) have done. It could
be taking a more hybrid approach and having both an online and
on-campus presence to provide students with options in how they
choose to learn. Schools such as DeVry University, University of
Phoenix, and Southern New Hampshire University are most
notable for adopting this model. Flexibility could also refer to the
frequency of start dates. For-profit and market-driven non-profits
tend to have semi-flexible to flexible start dates--occurring every
few months or every month. Online learning platforms offer the
most flexibility given that learners can begin taking courses
anytime.
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Strategy 3: Diversify the business to meet student needs
Many community college competitors, such as four-year colleges and
universities, for-profit schools, and market-driven non-profit schools, have
identified high growth areas in which to expand their services to a variety of
non-degree programs including: education certificate programs, continuing
education, professional development, technology bootcamps, and test
preparation courses. These micro-credentialing programs focus on
industry-specific skills. They help individuals advance their careers by
mastering and “future-proofing” a specific set of skills. They are ideal for
non-traditional students, such as working professionals, who are not interested
in acquiring the entire college experience. Enrollment in these non-degree,
micro-credential programs are growing at a faster rate than enrollment in
degree programs.
The business also needs to be diversified to meet the preferences of students.
Students prefer more real-world applied learning such as: solving business
problems, industry projects, hands-on training, guest speakers, and group
work. Students also prefer using software and having shorter lectures with
more examples.
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Strategy 4: Collaborate with strategic industry partners
Colleges can partner with local businesses to create informed degree
programs, certificates, apprenticeships, internships, work-based learning,
and collaborative curricula. When companies assist with the curricula,
students gain the necessary knowledge needed for employment, and
students are taught skills that both the school and industry find beneficial.
Such partnerships also enable students to have access to current and
future employment opportunities.
Technology continues to change our current landscape and creates new
jobs constantly. To meet the ever-increasing demand to fill these
positions, new “disruptors” of education (e.g., Woz U, Udacity, 42,
Udemy, etc.) have been created to meet the technology industry’s needs.
These providers are unaccredited but teach students real-world skills
needed for employment in the technology industry. Community colleges
should seek partnerships with technology companies to help prepare
students for positions in the growing technology field.
Details for this strategy are continued on the following slide.
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Goals for Strategy 4
Programs such as Doing What Matters for Jobs and the Economy help bridge
the gap between skills and jobs to prepare Californians for modern jobs.
Community colleges can also play a large role in creating job-ready workers.
Los Angeles schools plan to focus on five key areas: Healthcare,
Biotechnology, Entrepreneurship, Information and Communication Technology,
and Global Trade. LA 19 plans to narrow the school’s focus on Healthcare,
Business and Entrepreneurship, and Information and Communication
Technology.
For LA 19, collaboration with other strategic industry partners will be key. Some
larger-scale partners to consider include: SAP, Google, Intuit, Netflix, Edison,
Amazon, NBC Universal, Disney, and Hulu. However, given LA 19’s interest in
constructing an entrepreneurship brand, it may be necessary to also establish
industry partnerships with smaller businesses and individual entrepreneurs.
Kaiser Permanente will also be a key partner for LA 19, as healthcare is a top
priority industry. Currently, healthcare has the strongest demand for talent and
the most available positions.
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Strategy 5: Rebrand Career Technical Education (CTE)
Despite the importance of Career Technical Education (CTE), few
prospects have a good understanding or familiarity with the offerings.
While CTE is useful and students understand its utility, the term may be
leading students away from CTE due to its ambiguity. The CTE umbrella
is so broad that it lacks clarity in people’s minds, and furthermore, the
term Career Technical Education is fairly generic and unmemorable.
Emotionally re-positioning this educational path for prospects and their
supporters will be fundamental to driving enrollment in these programs. It
is a rational choice, but it also has to be an appealing choice one can be
proud of.
Rebranding could occur in several ways. It could start with the creation of
a new name that is relevant, appealing, attractive, and logical. In addition,
communications could emphasize the variety of CTE opportunities,
discuss income opportunities for different degree programs, and outline
specific industries or companies that would be interested in hiring a CTE
graduate.
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Strategy 6: Utilize on-demand learning to enter
skills-based education
With the increasing trend of online learning, there is a strong need for
on-demand learning as well. Students are interested in short courses and
tutorials for the sole purpose of self-improvement. These courses require little
investment and are offered by online learning platforms such as Udemy,
Learning Annex, and LinkedIn Learning, amongst others.
On-demand learning is best coupled with a competency-based approach.
With competency-based learning, students determine the pace of their
learning. For material that they know well, they can easily and quickly move
through it. In contrast, they may spend more time and effort on areas in which
they perceive to be more challenging or difficult. The benefit of on-demand
learning and a competency-based approach is that students receive a
personalized experience and real-time feedback on their progress and
performance. Udacity could be a key partner to aid with on-demand and
skills-based learning as they create curriculum related to Technology.
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Trends Analysis
Current Trends in Higher Education

Executive Summary
This Trends Analysis summarizes both macro- and
micro-level trends uncovered by BrandIQ. Some of these
trends are larger in scope and relate to broader societal
issues such as: globalization, the need for occupational
re-skilling, lifelong learning, and the digital divide--all of
which have strong implications for higher education
administration. The micro-level trends presented highlight
some key issues, innovations, and best practices specific to
the higher education space such as: micro-credentialing,
community college/business partnerships, and online
learning, amongst others. LA 19 can best use this Trends
Analysis to gain awareness into the forces that impact the
delivery of their educational services.
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Macro-Trends

GLOBALIZATION
MACRO-TREND

While not a new concept, globalization continues to
develop due to modern technology and transport, which
helps to drive the success of large international businesses
spanning the globe, increase trade / aid / foreign
investment, and the demand for a global workforce.
Despite heightened talk of nationalism and protectionism,
globalization is likely here to stay as world economies are
more intertwined and have more shared interests than ever
before. This phenomenon gives rise to a broad and diverse
workforce in which assessing talent, skilling workers, and
being culturally sensitive becomes a shared goal.
Sources:
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/01/these-13-charts-show-what-the-world-really
-thinks-about-globalization-4-0/
https://news.cgtn.com/news/3d3d414f7749444d32457a6333566d54/share_p.html
https://educationusa.state.gov/us-higher-education-professionals/why-internationalize
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2016-08-12/education-must-foc
us-on-globalization
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GROWING CONCERN FOR RE-SKILLING THE LABOR
FORCE
MACRO-TREND

As technology continues to disrupt, no industry is
safe; employees and employers face an urgent
need to be proactive about skilling for the future.
Given that jobs are becoming more digitized, more
automated, and more integrated with AI, we face
both job displacement and the need for new, highly
skilled jobs. Re-skilling workers becomes a focus in
order to address these changing times.
Sources:
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/retraining-and-re
skilling-workers-in-the-age-of-automation
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/hr-management/library/workforce-reskil
ling.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joemckendrick/2018/12/04/for-ibm-reskilling-th
e-workforce-for-ai-takes-on-a-new-urgency/#311e9f1f763e
https://www.cognizant.com/perspectives/reskilling-in-the-digital-age
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STRENGTHENING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR
COLLABORATION ON CURRICULUM NEEDS
MACRO-TREND

Due to shifts in the economy, the public and private sector
should collaborate to create valid curricula to help
students of the future. Some sources estimate that a
majority of jobs in the future do not currently exist, so
creating curricula as these jobs develop will help students
to have access to the shifting workforce. When industries
can assist in updating curricula, students will have access
to relevant teaching materials and learn about developing
jobs.
Sources:
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs.pdf
https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/fileadmin/files/BSt/Presse/imported/downloads/
xcms_bst_dms_39337_39338_2.pdf
http://reports.weforum.org/future-of-jobs-2016/future-workforce-strategy/
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GERMANY: Dual System of Education & Training
Germany’s dual system focuses on learning at two major venues: the workplace and the part-time vocational school.
Vocational education begins in the school system around 9th grade. The company provides practical training and on-the-job
learning, while the vocational schools provide theoretical instruction. The trainee typically spends eight to twelve hours
weekly at school and the remainder of the time at the worksite. Training is available across various industries including:
technical, agricultural, commercial, industrial, public administration, health, and social services. The German dual system is
built on collaborative regulation, curriculum design, certification, and funding. One of the greatest impacts of the German
dual system has been decreasing youth unemployment and facilitating growth. The system helps to transition young adults
into the labor market while also enabling companies to have access to skilled workers with real-world training. The German
dual system has received global recognition and India plans to adapt elements of the system locally.

Source:
https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/fileadmin/files/BSt/Presse/imported/downloads/xcms_bst_dms_39337_39338_2.pdf
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ENCOURAGING LIFELONG LEARNING & CAREER
MOBILITY
MACRO-TREND

Learning does not have to end when a student
graduates from college. In fact, colleges may be
encouraged to instill a sense of lifelong learning and
career mobility, as this may help future generations
adapt to economic and technological changes.
Governments and businesses can supply time and
training for people to learn during the later years in
their careers, and provide opportunities to change
careers later in life.
Sources:
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-1-4020-6193-6
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4020-6193-6_4
https://hbr.org/2016/09/the-solution-to-the-skills-gap-could-already
-be-inside-your-company
https://thediplomat.com/2017/10/how-singapore-encourages-lifelo
ng-learning-and-workforce-resilience/
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs.pdf
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DENMARK: Lifelong Learning & Re-Skilling
Denmark focuses on lifelong learning, re-skilling,
and up-skilling employees. The country promotes
partnerships between government and businesses
to provide employees with the time and means to
seek re-training opportunities. Funding is available
for adults to have two weeks of certified skills
training per year. Strong emphasis is placed on
in-work training. The impact of these partnerships
has been high employment mobility.

Source:
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs.pdf
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SINGAPORE: Lifelong Learning & Workplace Resilience
Singapore fully embraces globalization, automation, and technology. The Government of Singapore wants citizens to
take advantage of such opportunities, so they support programs for continuous learning, reskilling, and job placement.
Educational institutions are also encouraged to collaborate with industries to ensure their academic programs suit
market needs. Singapore promotes new technologies and pedagogical methods such as flipped classrooms to make
education flexible and personalized. One popular program in Singapore is the SkillsFuture Credit program which
provides a stipend to all Singapore residents over the age of 25 to take a pre-approved list of courses.

Source:
https://thediplomat.com/2017/10/how-singapore-encourages-lifelong-learning-and-workforce-resilience/
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AUSTRIA: Three Paths
Austria’s system aims to address the challenges of unemployment
and lack of skilled workers. Austrian students are required to take
nine years of compulsory education, and after nine years, are
required to decide between one of three paths: general education,
vocational training, or apprenticeship programs. Each path
attracts about one-third of students so distribution is relatively
equal. Austria’s system also offers continuing education for all
students. The impacts of this type of system has been low
unemployment amongst youth as well as a skilled workforce.

Source:
https://itif.org/events/2017/02/16/workforce-retraining-what-america-can-learn-wo
rlds-leaders
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IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL & ANALYTICAL SKILLS
MACRO-TREND

There has been rapid employment growth in professions that require higher social or analytic skills, such as
managerial or teaching positions.
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THE DIGITAL DIVIDE & THE HOMEWORK GAP
MACRO-TREND

Many school-aged children and teens still continue to live in households without high-speed internet. Many
low-income homes do not even have access to a home computer. This lack of access to digital technologies
has created an academic burden known as the “homework gap.”
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POST-MILLENNIALS: DIFFERENT THAN THEIR
PREDECESSORS
MACRO-TREND

The “post-Millennial” generation is projected to be the most racially and ethnically diverse generation thus far. They are
more likely to be metropolitan and less likely to be foreign born. They will also be the best-educated generation yet.
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NOT LEAVING THE NEST
MACRO-TREND

Young adults are increasingly choosing to live in their parents’ home. They are more likely to reside with their
parents for an extended period of time compared to previous generations. This trend is even more concentrated
amongst less-educated young adults.
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HISPANIC & LATINX ACCESS TO SERVICES
MACRO-TREND

There is a growing number of Hispanic and Latinx individuals that have serious concerns about their place in America
and fear of deportation. This may prevent them from accessing services and other opportunities.
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DACA & THE LOS ANGELES AREA
MACRO-TREND

With 89,900 DACA recipients, the Los-Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim metropolitan area has one of the largest
number of active DACA enrollees, nearly twice as many as the next largest metropolitan area (New
York-Newark-Jersey City).
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Micro-Trends
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Opening Eyes to the ‘Math Problem’ and Approaching
It Differently
Micro-trend

Students struggle with math, and students often fail
college-level math courses. Although these classes are
developmental and core to the learning environment, some
schools have not updated the curricula. Taking the time to
update the math lesson plans to adapt to the students needs
can create more success stories, rather than cancelling the
courses altogether.
Sources:
https://edtrust.org/resource/education-trust-higher-education-practice-guide-learn
ing-from-high-performing-and-fast-gaining-institutions/
https://edtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/PracticeGuide1.pdf
https://www.carnegiemathpathways.org/
https://edsource.org/2019/as-california-community-colleges-gear-up-to-teach-les
s-remedial-math-one-college-shows-how-it-can-be-done/606490
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Micro-Credentials
Micro-trend

Micro-credentials focus on industry-specific skills, and help students master
a specific skills set or help working professionals advance their careers. The
goal is to “future-proof” one’s skill set with micro-credentials like: digital
badges, verified certificates, bootcamps, nanodegrees, and micromasters.
They are ideal for non-traditional students (i.e. someone who does not need
the entire college experience), and can be completed online or in person.
Pros: Shorter time investment than 4-year college;
skills-based; related to industry needs; innovative;
increase school’s revenue

Sources:
https://evolllution.com/programming/credentials/microcredentialson-the-outside-looking-in/
http://www.govtech.com/education/higher-ed/Why-Micro-CredentialsUniversities.html
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Micro-Credential
Examples
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Competency-Based Learning
Micro-trend

A trend particularly relevant in the online learning space,
competency-based learning, allows students to progress through
material at their own pace, rather than follow a traditional structure.
“Easy” material is covered quickly, while more time and effort are spent
on challenging topics. This personalized learning experience allows the
student to demonstrate mastery and gather real-time feedback on
progress and performance.
Pros: Can increase student and teacher engagement; Improved student
outcomes; Targeted curriculum.
Sources:
https://www.usnews.com/education/online-education/articles/2016-12-08/what-employers
-think-of-online-competency-based-degrees
https://www.ed.gov/oii-news/competency-based-learning-or-personalized-learning
https://www.competencyworks.org/about/competency-education/
https://www.inacol.org/news/how-competency-based-education-differs-from-the-tradition
al-system-of-education/
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Competency-Based Learning
Examples
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Increased Partnerships with Community Colleges &
Businesses
Micro-trend

In today’s workforce, employers need employees with the necessary
skills to complete their work, and a college degree does not ensure
that the employee will have those particular skills. Some colleges are
starting to partner with local businesses to create certificate programs,
apprenticeships, work-based learning, and internships, and this trend
is particularly relevant in technical fields. This type of credentialing
demonstrates to employers that students have mastered skills set forth
by standards that both the business and college agree on.
Pros: Strong, effective college programs; Long-term relationships with
businesses in the community; Provides insight for students about job
markets and local labor needs; Practical application of college
education and transferable skills.
Sources:
https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/blog/post/how-one-community-college-making-p
artnerships-business-work
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/gs_20170731_community_coll
eges_toolkit_final.pdf
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Increased Partnerships with Community Colleges &
Businesses
Examples
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College Debt Crisis
Micro-trend

The college debt crisis burdens about 1 in 4 Americans, equating to about $1.5 trillion
dollars, and the financial burden begins the minute the student enrolls in college. Paying
off college debt can extend to almost 20 years after graduating, meaning that many
college grads are not buying houses or getting married. Students, alumni, and
policymakers are all trying to alleviate the crisis. Students are creating guidebooks on
how to save money or make money on campus; alumni are donating to scholarship
funds or creating apps to help manage finances; and policymakers are proposing free
community college tuition (in California, the proposal is to extend to free first and
second years) and income sharing agreements.
Pros (for measures addressing the crisis): Decreased financial strain during and after
college; Making college more accessible to lower-income families or those who cannot
afford debt or loans; Fewer homeless or hungry students.
Sources:
https://trends.collegeboard.org/college-pricing/figures-tables/tuition-fees-room-and-board-over-time
http://www.mtv.com/news/3109206/california-free-community-college/
https://www.npr.org/2018/04/26/606077648/navigating-campus-for-the-not-rich-students-launch-a-crowdsou
rced-guide
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/11/20/want-to-graduate-from-college-debt-free-these-schools-will-let-you.html
https://www.sacbee.com/news/politics-government/capitol-alert/article224262625.html
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College Debt Crisis
Examples
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Online Learning
Micro-trend

Enrolling in an extension program, continuing education, or online university can allow
students to complete courses at their convenience. The US Department of Education is
attempting to allow more online schools to meet accreditation standards, and San Diego
City College offers free online classes for ESL students. Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) allow individuals to experiment with college-level classes and study at their
convenience. Some colleges are looking to move partially or completely online to save
money, and other schools are expanding online learning to the healthcare industry to
increase their relevance.
Pros: Flexibility; Lower potential cost for student and school; Ability to explore
college-level courses; Students can brush up on skills without enrolling in a degree
program; Learning for fun
Sources:
https://www.usnews.com/higher-education/online-education/the-short-list-online-programs/articles/low-cost-online-colleges-for-ou
t-of-state-students?int=-rec
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2019/01/07/devos-moves-boost-college-online-learning-while-reducing-regulatory-ov
ersight/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.379fe82d6d7f
https://www.theladders.com/career-advice/increase-your-salary-by-20-with-these-online-classes
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/articles/2019-01-18/what-college-applicants-should-know-about-moocs
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/articles/2019-01-22/iowa-wesleyan-university-charts-a-course-for-the-future?int=undef
ined-rec
http://www.journalreview.com/news/school/article_68c161fe-1e62-11e9-b2e5-2fe5a6e11da0.html
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2019-01-17-massive-online-courses-find-a-new-audience-with-continuing-medical-education
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Online Learning
Examples
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College Alternatives
Micro-trend

The growing number of online learning, bootcamps, and shorter degree
programs provide college alternatives, and with the threat of endless
college debt, students who really do not even enjoy school have access to
more alternative options. For young adults, it is acceptable to not want to
pursue a traditional 4 year degree with all the other viable options that exist
today. The Marshall Plan for Talent in Michigan is aimed at closing the
talent gap, and plans to teach 55,000 Michigan residents skills for
high-demand jobs. Other alternatives like coding bootcamps address the
student’s and the industry’s need.
Pros: Don’t have to go to college if student does not like school; Save
money; Learn relevant skills; Lifelong learning
Sources:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomvanderark/2018/07/06/how-faster-cheaper-alternatives-willreplace-most-of-highered/#2ffde2847e89
https://www.michigan.gov/ted/0,5863,7-336-85008---,00.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0I-GdadmbM
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College Alternative
Examples
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Big Data in the Classroom
Micro-trend

Big data can be used to give educators and students an
advantage in improving the learning process. Through
collecting data, a level of personalization can help to keep
students engaged and interested in the course material.
Also, content would only be delivered to the student when
he or she is ready for it. Big data can be used to design and
improve curricula by using market trends to create timely
content relevant to the business world. This could also
facilitate new areas of learning.
Pros: Personalized learning; Cater to different learning
styles; Accurate measurement of skills; Continually assess
student growth
Sources:
https://master.edhec.edu/news/three-ways-educators-are-usingbig-data-analytics-improve-learning-process
http://tdan.com/using-big-data-to-improve-learning/23535
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Big Data in the Classroom
Examples
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New Business Model Facilitating Bootcamp and
Traditional Educational Institution Collaboration
Micro-trend

A trend that has been gaining traction and will continue to in the
near future is the morphing of for-profit and traditional
educational institutions. These blended models facilitate
collaboration between online bootcamps and universities, with
one of the most popular being Purdue-Kaplan. The partnership
provides the bootcamp with more legitimacy and a better
reputation from being associated with a trusted brand. For
educational institutions, the partnership can provide students
with more marketable skills, which can increase opportunities
for employment following graduation.
Pros: Legitimizes bootcamps; Increases reach of traditional
educational institution; Increase in participation; Meet students
where they are
Sources:
https://www.educationdive.com/news/partnerships-between-bootcamp-progra
ms-traditional-higher-ed-a-win-win/439694/
https://www.chronicle.com/article/Coding-Boot-Camps-Come-Into/239673
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New Business Model Facilitating Bootcamp and
Traditional Educational Institution Collaboration
Examples
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Community Colleges Offering Bachelor’s Degrees
Micro-trend

In 2018, a little over a third of U.S. states had two-year colleges that
were offering Bachelor’s degrees, including Santa Monica College. The
Bachelor’s degrees provided by community colleges are typically in
subject areas that are not adequately served by four-year schools.
Proponents argue that this trend allows more accessibility to a college
education.
Pros: Shorter time spent in college; Broader reach of community
colleges; Increased accessibility to BA/BS degree
Sources:
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/04/26/more-co
mmunity-colleges-are-offering-bachelors-degrees
https://www.dailynews.com/2018/06/09/this-southern-california-community-college-just-a
warded-18-four-year-bachelors-degrees/
https://www.communitycollegereview.com/blog/new-bachelors-degrees-offered-at-comm
unity-colleges
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Community Colleges Offering Bachelor’s Degrees
Examples
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Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
Micro-trend

Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) are becoming increasingly
common in college classrooms. It is anticipated that by 2021, 60% of all higher
education institutions in the U.S. will be using VR or AR in the classroom. VR
and AR are enriching the learning experience by allowing students to connect
visually with their course material. This can be done through textbooks. When
placed in front of a webcam, students can see 3D images, sounds, and short
films. The technologies provide visual, immersive experiences, help recruit new
students, keep students engaged, and prepare students for skills needed for
employment (including careers in VR and AR).
Pros: Interesting to students; Attractive; Alternative to teaching skills in the real
setting; Future is in mind; Immersive
Sources:
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/augmented-reality-ar
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/01/16/virtual-and-augmented-reality-in-college
-classrooms-more-hype-than-help/#5fda0597d15a
https://edtechmagazine.com/higher/article/2018/05/4-ways-colleges-are-embracing-virtual-reality
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Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
Examples
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Universities Nurturing Unique Human Skills
Micro-trend

There are many unique human skills that AI and
machines cannot replicate including: complex
communication, abstract and systems thinking,
collaborative activity, efficient networking, public
relations management, intercultural sensitivity, and
marketing. Higher education institutions can
develop and nurture such skills which would aid
students in successfully working alongside AI--as
millions of jobs will be directly dealing with such
technology.
Pros: Combat AI industry takeovers; Cultivate
emotional intelligence; Focus on human skills and
higher-level being; New educational programs
Sources:
http://www.pewinternet.org/2017/05/03/the-future-of-jobs-and-jo
bs-training/
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Universities Nurturing Unique Human Skills
Examples
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Gamification
Micro-trend
Gamification refers to the use of game elements (e.g.,
scoreboards, competition, rewards, badges, etc.) in
non-game environments and contexts. In higher
education, educators who integrate gamification can
give students “missions” instead of assignments and
they are able to “level up” through grade points.
Educators can also facilitate a role-playing game within
the classroom. It encourages students to take risks,
explore possibilities, and think outside the box, rather
than simply trying to find the “correct” answer.

Pros: Engaging; Teaches communication and logic
skills; Immediate feedback; Positive reinforcement;
Creativity
Sources:
https://www.exlibrisgroup.com/game-gamification-higher-educat
ion-mobile/
https://educationaltechnologyjournal.springeropen.com/articles/
10.1186/s41239-018-0123-0
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Gamification
Examples
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Diversity and Inclusion
Micro-trend

As some colleges are threatened with unethical admissions
processes or worry about the loss of diversity on campus, other
colleges are thriving and recognize the power of student and faculty
diversity. Diversity and inclusion further increases the college’s ties
to current events, politics and the community. Some colleges are
acting to increase faculty diversity, some are increasing research
focused on minorities and diverse populations, while others prefer
to engage in the community.
Pros: More people go to college; More unique perspectives; Less
discrimination; Social impact
Sources:
https://diverseeducation.com/article/136433/
http://dailybruin.com/2019/01/08/students-faculty-react-to-attempt-to-promote-diver
sity-to-uclas-hiring-process/
https://grandchallenges.ucla.edu/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/09/14/education-levels-of-u-s-immigran
ts-are-on-the-rise/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jan/23/elite-schools-ivy-league-legacyadmissions-harvard-wealthier-whiter
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Diversity and Inclusion
Examples
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Regardless of school type or course offerings, many schools focus their identity around being
practical, helpful, and socially-conscious.
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Side-by-Side Summary of Positioning and Communications
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Side-by-Side Comparison of Positioning and Communication by For-Profits/Market-Driven Non-Profits

DeVry University

University of Phoenix

Ashford University

Chapman University

Capella University

ASU

SNHU

Offering

Online/in-person
Degrees/courses

Online/in-person
Degrees/courses

Online
Degrees/courses

In-person
Degrees/courses

Online
Degrees/courses

Online/in-person
Degrees/courses

Online/in-person
Degrees/courses

Core Purpose/
Mission

To foster student learning
through high-quality,
career-oriented education
integrating technology,
science, business, and
the arts.

To provide access to higher
education, enabling students
to develop knowledge and
skills necessary to achieve
their professional goals,
improve the performance of
their organizations, and lead
and serve their communities.

To provide high- quality,
accessible, affordable,
innovative, educational
programs that meet the
diverse needs of
individuals pursuing
advancement in their
lives, professions, and
communities.

To provide personalized
education of distinction
that leads to inquiring,
ethical and productive lives
as global citizens.

To extend access to high
quality Bachelor's, Master's,
Doctoral, and certificate
programs for adults who
seek to maximize their
personal and professional
potential.

To advance research and
discovery of public value;
and assuming fundamental
responsibility for the
economic, social, cultural
and overall health of the
communities it serves.

To expand access to
education by creating
high-quality, affordable
and innovative pathways
to meet the unique needs
of each and every
student.

Value Proposition

Flexible. Affordable.
Study on your own time.

Built for working adults.
Career relevant coursework
online.

For on-the-go students of
all ages. Accessible.
Integrates with various
devices.

Education that encourages
innovation and creation.
Real world and academic.

High value for the money.
Distinguished education.
Scholarship and flexibility.

Accessibility. Academic.
Excellence/quality. Strong
community impact.

Convenient. Affordable.
Career-focused programs.

Positioning

Offers flexibility to take
classes at every level
online and in-person.
Something for everyone.

Gaining real-world skills for
the working professional to
stand out.

Where higher education
meets technology.

A vibrant, on-campus
environment to get the
most out of your
education. Where big
ideas are born.

Reshaping higher education
to fit your life. Letting you
live and learn.

Explore your interests and
learn new skills to reach
your goal. Be inspired to live
your best life.

Expanding the boundaries
of higher education to
meet the needs of all
students.

Target Consumer

All students

Working adult students

Independent learners

Young ambitious students

Working adults seeking
higher degrees

High performing students at
any level

Career-focused young
students

Communication &
Messaging

Flexible. Practical.
Accessible. Adaptable.
Empowering.

Practical. Adaptable. Helpful.
Charismatic.

Flexible. Convenient.
Moldable. Warm.
Supportive.

Well-rounded. Capable.
Connected. Supportive.
Creative. Fun. Logical.

Innovative. Inclusive.
Flexible. Understanding.
Helpful. Qualified.

Compassionate. Warm.
Adventurous. Intelligent.
Inspirational. Inclusive.
Socially-conscious.
Leaderly. Compelling.

Practical. Adaptable.
Accessible. Caring.
Supportive. Motivating.
Inspirational.
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Each for-profit/market-driven non-profit institution falls along a continuum for their key brand
positioning.

Flexibility

High Value

Individual Ownership

Innovative/Disruptive
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Structure

High Premium

Collaborative and Immersive

Traditional

Real-World Skills

Low Investment

Improve Self/Skills

Final Destination

Theoretical, Broad Thinking

High Investment

Change the World

Transfer School

Side-by-Side Comparison of Positioning and Communication by 4-Year Colleges/Universities

UCLA

USC

Pepperdine

CSULA

CSUF

LMU

Oxy

Traditional 4-year
school
To create, disseminate,
preserve, and apply
knowledge for the
betterment of our
global society.

Traditional 4-year
school
To develop human
beings and society as a
whole through the
cultivation and
enrichment of the
human mind and spirit.

Traditional 4-year
school
To strengthen students
for lives of purpose,
service, and
leadership.

Traditional 4-year
school
Transforms lives and
fosters thriving
communities across
greater Los Angeles.

Traditional 4-year
school
To combine the best
qualities of teaching
and research
universities where
actively engaged
students, faculty and
staff work to expand
knowledge.

Traditional 4-year
school
To encourage lifelong
learning, academic
excellence, education
of the whole person,
and promotion of
service and justice for
all.

Traditional 4-year
school
To provide gifted,
diverse students with a
total educational
experience of the
highest quality to
prepare them for
leadership in the
modern world.

Value Proposition

Reputable. Diverse.
Progressive.
Connected campus.
Financial aid.

Diverse. Accessible.
High quality education.
SoCal community.

Desirable location.
Strong programs with
volunteer emphasis.
Connected alumni.

Student-focused. Push
boundaries. Upward
mobility. Culture of
excellence.

Affordable.
Comprehensive.
Regional university with
global outlook.

Diverse. Rigorous.
Academic experience.

Diverse. Close
community. Leader in
Liberal Arts. Los
Angeles area.

Positioning

Optimism changes the
world. Optimism defies
the odds.

Cultivation of creative
minds and spirits for
the betterment of
society.

Purpose. Service.
Leadership. Inspired to
learn as you learn to
inspire.

Prepare students for
local, national, and
global leadership.

Intellectual and cultural
center.

Commitment to
meaning and purpose.

A place of intimate
scale and infinite
scope. A community in
conversation. A home.

Target Consumer

Young students

Young students

Service-oriented young
students

Young students and
transfers with
prioritization on LA
students

Local young students
and transfers

Young students

Young ambitious
students

Communication &
Messaging

Rigor. Optimistic.
Innovative. Scholarly.
Prestigious.
Entrepreneurial.
Socially-conscious.
Accessible.

Caring. Outspoken.
Free-thinking.
Scholarly. Prestigious.
Influential.
Entrepreneurial.
Socially-conscious.
Inspiring. Proud.

Intelligent. Leaderly.
Purposeful. Religious.
Prestigious.
Accommodating.
Rigorous.
Service-oriented.
Inspiring.

Caring. Accessible.
Hopeful. Cultural.
Upwardly-mobile.
Service-oriented.
Welcoming. Inspiring.
Transformative.
Practical. Prestigious.

Practical. Fun-loving.
Friendly. Intelligent.
Scholarly.
Socially-conscious.
Prestigious.
Welcoming. Vibrant.

Intelligent. Purposeful.
Religious.
Socially-conscious.
Rigorous. Inspiring.
Transformative.

Creative. Free-thinking.
Socially-conscious.
Accepted. Worldly.
Traditional.
Service-oriented.

Offering
Core Purpose/
Mission
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Each 4-year college or university falls along a continuum for their key brand positioning.

Flexibility

High Value

Individual Ownership

Innovative/Disruptive
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Structure

High Premium

Collaborative and Immersive

Traditional

Real-World Skills

Low Investment

Improve Self/Skills

Final Destination

Theoretical, Broad Thinking

High Investment

Change the World

Transfer School

Side-by-Side Comparison of Positioning and Communication by Online Learning Platforms

Udacity

Woz U

42

Nano-degree
Micro-credentials
Stacked online programs

Nano-degree
Micro-credentials
Stacked online programs

Nano-degree
Micro-credentials
On campus

Core Purpose

To democratize education
through the offering of
world-class higher education
opportunities that are
accessible, flexible, and
economical.

To inspire students through
innovative curricula and
personalized training focused
on their natural ability to
achieve and learn.

To offer to young adults a
better chance at succeeding
as we strive to uncover the
talents of this generation in
the field of programming.

To improve lives through
learning; to help people
discover & develop skills
through personalized
data-driven learning
experience.

To empower people with
education that will improve
their lives, their families, and
their communities.

Value Proposition

Accessible. Flexible.
Economical. Provides job
ready skills.

Innovative curricula.
Personalized. Hands-on
project-focused format.

No tuition. Guide yourself
with peers. Project-based
learning. Gamification. No
barriers.

Expert instruction. Flexibility.

Universal access to the
world’s best education.
Partnering with top
universities and
organizations to offer
courses online.

Positioning

Think forward. Build skills for
today, tomorrow, and
beyond. Future-proof your
career.

Tech education.
Reprogrammed. Become
workforce ready in a
high-growth industry.

Disrupting engineering
education. No teachers. No
courses. No classes.

Never stop learning. Learn
anything on your schedule.

You don't need to quit your
job or move to a new city to
earn a top university degree.

Target Consumer

Career-focused students

Young adults interested in
technology or changing
careers

Young, non-traditional
students with an interest in
technology

Working adults

Learners and professionals

Communication &
Messaging

Intelligent. Practical.
Progressive. Supportive.
Empowering.

Practical. Helpful.
Accessible. Innovative.
Committed.

Disruptive. Innovative.
Helpful. Creative.
Non-traditional. Unrestricted.

Flexible. Practical.
Innovative. Empowering.
Transformative.
Accommodating.

Premium. Flexible.
Customized. Accessible.
Useful.

Offering

LA 19

Udemy/Learning
Annex/LinkedIn Learning
Online courses/tutorials

Coursera
Online Degrees Certifications
Specializations

Each online learning platform falls along a continuum for their key brand positioning.

Flexibility

High Value

Individual Ownership

Innovative/Disruptive
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Structure

High Premium

Collaborative and Immersive

Traditional

Real-World Skills

Low Investment

Improve Self/Skills

Final Destination

Theoretical, Broad Thinking

High Investment

Change the World

Transfer School

Side-by-Side Comparison of Positioning and Communication by Trade Schools

Offering
Core Purpose/ Mission

Associated Technical
College

Diversified Vocational
College

Universal Technical
Institute/ MMI

Platt College

UEI College

Spartan College

Healthcare & technical trade
school
To provide oriented training
programs to help the student
develop quality job skills
needed for success in career
areas offering long-range
opportunities.

Diverse offerings trade school

Technical trade school

Diverse offerings trade school

Diverse offerings trade school

Aeronautics & Technology
trade school

To prepare students for a
successful future.

To change the world one life
at a time by helping people
achieve their dreams.

To provide a balanced
program of instruction for
students, to help them acquire
the specialized knowledge &
skills needed for career
opportunities in many of
today’s in-demand fields.

To prepare you for a career
and a life you can be proud of.

To provide a supportive
educational environment for
students to actively participate
in learning & to provide quality
career-oriented higher
education programs to a
diverse student population.

Value Proposition

Courses with high market
demand. Skill building. Timely.

Hands-on. Practical. Focused.
Success-oriented.

Relationships with thousands
of employers. State-of-the-art
facilities with current
technology. Training aligned
with employer needs.

Accredited programs.
Convenient campus locations.
Accredited programs.
Convenient schedule.

Speed and convenience.
Support. Respect. Flexible
class times. Programs
exceeding industry standards.

Diverse offerings. Community.

Positioning

An investment in education is
an investment made for life.
Successful, rewarding,
careers begin with
professional, creative training.
Students looking for
fast-paced, skill-based
learning in healthcare &
technology
Creative. Professional.
Successful. Generous.
Traditional.

Forward to the future.
Committed to people...and
their future.

Flexible scheduling and
frequent start times mean it’s
never too soon or too late to
start your training.

Serving Southern California
for over 30 years. Dedicated
to your education. It’s all
about your future.

Now, I have a career. We love
our people. We’re focused on
your career.

The job of the future isn’t
white-collar, or blue collar. It’s
“new-collar.” And it’s you.
Spartan delivers results.

Career-focused adults

Young students

Career-focused adults

Career-focused adults

Recent high school graduates

Successful. Accommodating.
Practical. Future-oriented.

Helpful. Exciting. Accessible.
Practical. Flexible.
Adventurous. Non-traditional.
Inspiring. Experienced.

Trustworthy. Reputable.
Flexible. Accommodating.

Caring. Committed. Helpful.
Respectful. Accommodating.
Supportive.

Authentic. Fun. Exciting.

Target Consumer

Communication &
Messaging
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Each trade school falls along a continuum for their key brand positioning.

Flexibility

High Value

Individual Ownership

Innovative/Disruptive
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Structure

High Premium

Collaborative and Immersive

Traditional

Real-World Skills

Low Investment

Improve Self/Skills

Final Destination

Theoretical, Broad Thinking

High Investment

Change the World

Transfer School

Side-by-Side Comparison of Positioning and Communication by Healthcare-Specific Trade Schools

West Coast Ultrasound
Institute

Concorde Career
College

North-West College

American Career
College

CBD College

Southern California
Health Institute

Offering

Healthcare trade school

Healthcare trade school

Healthcare trade school

Healthcare trade school

Healthcare trade school

Healthcare trade school

Core Purpose/
Mission

To provide students with a
solid foundation in their
field of study.

To prepare students for
the most in-demand jobs
in healthcare.

To prepare students in
short term programs for
gainful employment.

To provide adult learners
with the skills and
technical knowledge
needed for initial
employment in entry-level
positions.

To provide educational
opportunities, leading to
careers or
career advancement, in an
open and supportive
environment that
encourages a lifelong
quest for knowledge.

To provide quality allied
health programs in an
environment of scholastic
learning to produce
empathetic and
compassionate allied
health workers.

Value Proposition

Career placement.
Educated and up-to-date
staff.

Earn degree in short
period of time. Education
leading to employment.
Wide range of programs.
Student-centered.
Post-graduation
assistance.

Quality. Affordability.

Flexible class schedules.
Career placement. History
and experience.

High quality education.
Professional
state-of-the-art learning
environment. Experienced
faculty and staff.

History and experience.
Comprehensive career
resources.

Positioning

Stand out in the field.
Knowledge builds careers.

Start your health care
career in months, not
years.

Celebrating 50 years of
success. Your direction to
success.

One change changes
everything. Be part of
high-growth field. Helping
people. Change lives, start
with yours.

Preparing you for an
exciting, stable and
rewarding career as a
healthcare specialist
quickly and effectively.

Learning today for a better
tomorrow.

Target Consumer

Adults interested in
healthcare

Adults interested in
healthcare

Adults interested in
healthcare

Adults interested in
healthcare

Adults interested in
healthcare

Adults interested in
healthcare

Communication &
Messaging

Useful. Connected.
Accessible.

Helpful. Fun,
Knowledgeable.
Reputable.

Reputable.Leaderly.
Generous.

Helpful. Practical.
Relevant.
Accommodating.

Experienced. Practical.

Practical. Helpful.
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Each healthcare-specific trade school falls along a continuum for their key brand positioning.

Flexibility

High Value

Individual Ownership

Innovative/Disruptive
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Structure

High Premium

Collaborative and Immersive

Traditional

Real-World Skills

Low Investment

Improve Self/Skills

Final Destination

Theoretical, Broad Thinking

High Investment

Change the World

Transfer School

